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INQUIRY INTO RESIDENTIALTENANCIES AMENDMENT BILL201,

BACKGROUND

In December 2009, the Government released a discussion paper on its proposed

'Disruptive Behaviour Management Strategy' ("the Strategy'). The Government stated

in the paper's introduction that the Strategy, which had been endorsed by Cabinet,

"reflects a revised approach to public hou^hg tenancy management in response to

community concerns regard^^g ongoing di^ruptiVe behaviour by a sina\ proportion of

publichousing tenants. "'

The Government referred to what it considered to be legislative and policy deficiencies

in the management of disruptive behaviour by tenants, including the limited

effectiveness of section 62 of the Residential Tenancies Act (RTA) in dealing with

repeated incidents of disruptive behaviour. The Government proposed a range of legal

measures intended to address these inadequacies, including in the short-term, a

greater reliance on section 64 of the RTA, which allows termination of a tenancy
without demonstrating grounds, and amending the RTA to enable the Department of

Housing to take spedfic action against disruptive tenants. ' The Department's legal
powers were to be supported by new operational policies, which would provide for

differential responses to reported incidents, depending on the severity of the behaviour

- minor, serious, and severe.

<)

o I made a submission to the Government in February 2010 (Annexure I), in which I
wrote:

"It is recognised that social harmony is problematic not only lbr tenants, but
also for the immediate ne^7hbourhood and the local community. The
response to di^ruptive behaviour firstly needs to establi^h complaints are
genuine and not motivated by maliciousness, that there are strategies for
early intervention to deal with such discord and or dysfunction. F1ha/Iy, the
legal issues oftenancyneed to be clearly separated from othersoci^?/and or
legal issues under civil or criminal proceedIhgs and the penalty of losing
one^;home is notimposed when the offence hasno bearing on the tenancy.
My deepest concerns lie with the definitions of disruptiVe behaviour and
their link to tenancy matters and also some of the proposed extended
powers of Departmentalo^cers,
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Where irisproposed toprovide a legally enforceable means to terminate a
tenancy as a result of anti-social behaviour, the EOC believes this needs
to be balanced against:

f. The rkyhts of children and the Department's obligatibns as a result of
the ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the Child by the
Federal Government in 7990.

The EQC believes iris unconscionable for anygovemmentagencyto
render children homeless as a result of anti-social behaviour of their

parents or visitors to their household. Clearly the needs of children
need to be addressed before anyevictibn occurs.

2. The Department's special position as the houser of lastresort,

The expenditure of public housing .for the least advantaged in the
community is premised in part on the uriacceptabil^Iy offamilies living
in the streets^h cars, in the bush Ih a developed western democracy
such asAustralia.

The Department needs to be cognisant of this to ensure that some
alternative is always sought before a family or individual I^ evicted.
This may require clearer natson with non-government bodies which
provide housing and other assistance to those in need in part as a
result of public fundihg.

3. The difficulty faced by women in situations of domestic violence,

Where partners are verbally and often physically abusive it may
resultin complaints of anti-social behaviour. The involvement of the
police and possible transfer to alternate housing should be
considered here.

4, Special consideration where anti-social behaviourmaybe attributable
to intellectualdisabifry or mental illness.

Famiffes having one or more members with disabil^I^^s particularly

mental disabilities which result in challenging behaviour are often

subject to complaints of anti-social behaviour. The engagement with

other special^^t agencies is recommended here before any evictibn

- 2 -
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Elsewhere in my submission to the Government, I refer to the Commission's active

involvement with the work of the Department to oversee the implementation of the 165

recommendations contained in the report of the Commission's inquiry into the

Department's management of Aboriginal tenants and applicants, 'Finding a Place'
(2004)'. Anti-social behaviour was canvassed widely in the report, and issues such as
the definition of anti-social behaviour, contributing factors, and strategies to address it
are discussed further in my submission to the Government.

The Government published the final version of the Strategy on the Department's

website in April 2011 (Attachment 2)'. It incorporates the three-tier approach to
addressing disruptive behaviour, as originally conceived, based on a 'strike' system.

The Residential Tenancies Amendment Bill 2011 ("the Bill"), the subject of this inquiry,
represents the legislative component of the Strategy. The 'strike' policy and the RTA

amendments are intended to work together.

Much of what concerned me about the draft Strategy when I made my original
submission to the Government still concerns me now, as the published version is little

different in content. Since the Strategy's implementation, the number of race and

impairment discrimination complaints lodge with the Commission by Aboriginal tenants

against the Department has increased markedIy, after a sustained period when the

number of such complaints in the five years since 'Finding a Place' had stabilised.

Most involve the application of the 'minor disruptive behaviour', or 'three strikes',

strategy. I expect the number of complaints to increase again, if and when the Billis

passed and comes into force. It is unfortunate that what has taken years for the

Department and the Commission to achieve in terms of improving the relationship
between the Department and its Aboriginal tenants is at risk of being undone so

quickly.

- 3 "
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THE BILL

The provisions of Part V of the RTA deal with the termination of residential tenancy
agreements. The Billinserts a number of new Divisions into Part V. Division 3 is

headed 'Special provisions about terminating social housing tenancy agreements"

'Social housing tenancy agreement'is defined in section 74A as meaning 'a residential



, .

tenancy agreement in respect of social housing premises, but does not include any
agreement that is excluded by regulation from the ambit of this definition '

My focus, however, is on Division 4, 'Orders for termination of residential tenancy
agreement. ' Previously under Part V, the Department, like any other lessor, was

required to issue a notice under either section 62 or section 64, and then apply to the

court under section 71 for an order terminating the agreement, if necessary. It was

sometimes a complicated and time-consuming process, but one that remains largely

intact for tenancies that are not social housing tenancies. The Government's problem
with section 62 is that it requires the lessor to give the tenant a period of not less than

14 days before the issue of the termination notice to remedy the breach. Ifthe breach is

remedied within that time, then the lessor is unlikely to be successful in obtaining an

order fortermination from the court. The Bill does not make significant amendments to.
sention 62. Section 64 has been amended to permitthe tenant to apply to the court for

a further period of 60 days before the tenancy is terminated. The issue, however, for

the Government in respect to social housing tenancies is not the length of notice, but
the factthat notice is required at all.

- 4 -
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To deal with this, the Bill expands the number of grounds under the RTA where a

tenancy agreement can be terminated without notice. ' One of these grounds is for
objectionable behaviour by a social housing tenant. It is where the Strategy finds its

clearest legislative expression. The Billinserts into 75A, 'Termination of social housing
tenancy agreement due to objectionable behaviour. ' The three grounds forterminating
an agreement are set outin sub-sections 75A(,)(a) to (c), which provide:

o

A competent court may, upon application by the lessor under a social

housing tenancy agreement, terminate the agreement if it satisfied that the
tenant has -

(a) used the social housing premises, or caused or permitted the social

housing premises to be used, for an illegal purpose; or

(b) caused or permitted a nuisance by the use of the social housing
premises; or
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(c) interfered

and that the behaviourjustifies terminating the agreement. '

Although expressed differently, sub-section (c) is capable of incorporating behaviour of

the kind referred to in the examples under the heading of 'minor disruptive behaviour'

in the Strategy, and which typically describe the circumstances underlying complaints
lodged with the Commission by Aboriginal tenants againstthe Department . The Bill's

Explanatory Memorandum states:

'An interference with the reasonable peace, comfort or privacy of any person

who resides in the immediate vicinity of the premises is intended to be less

than a nuisance allaw, but more than a mere annoyance or inconvenience

when viewed objectiveIy. The court must be satisfied the tenant's behaviour

justifies terminating the agreement. "

When deciding if the tenant's behaviourjustifies terminating the agreement, the court

may also have regard to (a) whether the behaviour was recurrent and, if it was, the

frequency of the recurrences, and (b) the seriousness of the behaviour. " This clearly
contemplates the submission of evidence by the Department, in any given case, that a

tenant has 'strikes' against his or her name, whether one, two, orthree, depending on

the nature of the behaviour identified by the Strategy. It is already the Department's
practice to use strikes against a tenant to justify an application for a termination order,

albeit after first complying with the notice requirements under sections 62 or 64, as the

case may be. The Billremoves those'statutory notice requirements and replaces them

with section 75A. It is then left up to the Department to decide what notice, if any,
should be given to an allegedIy disruptive tenant, and how. I am concerned that

Parliament would be prepared to, in effect, transfer oversight of this power to a
government agency.

The combined effect of the Strategy and section 75A means that should social housing

tenants, in the Government's opinion, transgress any condition as to disruptive
behaviour, they will be denied the statutory protections as to notice that other tenants

reasonable eace comfortor rivac of an

immediatevicinit of the reinises,

or
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covered by the RTA will continue to enjoy. It is, on any view, less favourable treatment

of social housing tenants compared to other tenants and, in my opinion, an over-
reaction to the behaviour of a "small number of tenants"." The threshold for 'minor

disruptive behaviour'is relatively low, certainly lower than the concept of nuisance in

law. The Department should be able to manage problematic tenants, as it has done

previously, without requiring the RTA to be amended. It is a puzzling response given

my close involvement with the Department since the release of 'Finding a Place. '

Further, I consider the application of the Strategy and section 75A to be arguably
inconsistent with the Equal Opportunity Act, in respectto discrimination on the grounds
of race, impairment, and age, as explained below.

- 6 -

C) DISCRIMINATION INACCOMMODATION

Nearly 22% of the Department's properties are occupied by Aboriginal tenants and their

families. " Many of them have chronic diseases and disabilities. Complaints received
by the Commission reveal that many Aboriginal tenants are elderly grandmothers,
sometimes great-grandmothers, with the care and responsibility for grandchildren and

other relatives, who reside with them from time to time, usually out of necessity. The

circumstances that have brought aboutthis state of affairs in the Aboriginal community
are well known to the public and, I am sure, the Committee.

C

Under the Equal Opportunity Act ("the Act"), it is unla^irul for a person, whether as

principal or agent, to discriminate against another person on a number of grounds, in

the provision of accommodation. Discrimination can be direct or indirect. Direct

discrimination occurs when a person ("the discriminator') treats another person less

favourably than the discriminatortreats or would treat a person who does not possess
the characteristics of a prohibited ground, in the same circumstances or in

circumstances not materialIy different. Discrimination is only unlawful in certain areas of

public life, for example, employment, education, services, and accommodation.

Indirect discrimination is defined by the Act in the following way:

'For the purposes of this Act, a person (in this subsection referred to as "the

discriminator") discriminates against another person (in this subsection

referred to as the "aggrieved person") on the ground of (race) of the
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aggrieved person if the discriminator requires the aggrieved person to

comply with a requirement or condition -

(a) with which a substantially higher proportion of persons not of the same

race as the aggrieved person comply or are able to comply;

(b) which is not reasonable having regard to the circumstances of the

case; and

- 7 -
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(c) with which the aggrieved person does not or is not able to comply. '

The definition applies to all grounds under the Act. It is intended to capture systemic

discrimination that is caused by the application of a seemingly neutral practice or

procedure to a particular cohort, made up of individuals who, due to the attributes they
possess, have varying abilities to comply. Applying the test of indirect discrimination to

the Strategy, in particular, 'minor disruptive behaviour', the relevant 'requirement or

condition' is that in order not to get three strikes, the tenant must riot do or permit

'activities that could reasonably be expected to occur on occasion in an ordinary
suburban household, but which cause a nuisance to neighbours"' on more than three
reported occasions in a twelve-month period.

o

As explained previously, in the Commission's experience, the tenants who are, and will

be, least able to comply with this requirement are elderly Aboriginal women, often

suffering from chronic illnesses. They not only have the care of children or

grandchildren who reside with them, but are often called upon to look after members of

their extended family. When overcrowding becomes an issue, the likelihood of

disruptive behaviour increases. These women have explained to the Commission (and
the Department) that they find it extremely difficult to monitor and controlthe behaviour

of every relative or visitor who may be staying temporarily. The consequence is that the

strikes are recorded against the tenants, who are not themselves responsible forthe

disruptive behaviour, but who are unable due to age, disability, and a sense of

obligation to do much about it. That is, they are unable to comply with the 'requirement
or condition' within the meaning of the Act.
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In my view, the requirement or condition is unreasonable for this very reason. The

'minor disruptive behaviou^ component of the Strategy might be justified in some

instances, but it appears that the people who are punished the most by it are those who

are probably the least disruptive of all of those involved. Paradoxically, it is the

capability and resolve of older Aboriginal women in managing their tenancies in the

face of considerable hardship that leads to them being placed in the situation where

they are most at risk of their tenancies being terminated. Unfortunately, the

Government has decided to take the easier route of strict compliance, rather than

continue with the advances the Department has made in the last few years in

managing Aboriginal tenancies, and has sought legislative back up for its position.

Given the Strategy's high profile, including the disruptive behaviour hotline and online

complaint form, there is a risk that local residents will feel emboldened to complain
about alleged disruptive behaviour, however spurious, and the Department will have to

put more resources into following them up. I do not believe this is fair, nor do I have

confidence that the approach will work in the long term.

Of course, it remains to be seen whether the Strategy and the amendments to the RTA

are held to be unla^irul under the Act. It is not my role or within my power to make a

determination of that kind. However, I am obliged to accept complaints involving the

application of the Strategy to social housing tenancies, if I consider they raise an

arguable contravention of the Act, and I will continue to resolve them by conciliation,

wherever possible. It could be argued that the amendments to the RTA (assuming the

Billis passed) are subsequent to the Act and therefore, as a matter of statutory
construction, Parliament intended the amendments to prevail overthe Actto the extent

of any inconsistency. Maybe so, however, this would not be the case in respect to any

inconsistency between the RTA and Commonwealth discrimination law, in particular,

the Racial Discrimination Act, the Disability Discrimination Act, and the Age

Discrimination Act. Those statutes contain provisions similar to the Act in respect to

direct and indirect discrimination, and all apply to the crown in right of the

Commonwealth and the States. At the very least, the Government should consider

legal advice as to its exposure to claims of discrimination lodged by an aggrieved social

housing tenant with the Australian Human Rights Commission and Federal Court.

- 8 -
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CONCLUSION

I am opposed to both the Strategy and to the insertion of section 75A into the RTA. I

remain concerned that the Department, after an extensive period of consultation with

the Commission and other organisations, and during which significant improvements

were made in the way that Aboriginal tenancies are managed, should now be adopting

the Strategy. I am even more concerned that the Government should think it necessary
to introduce a Bill codifying the Strategy in the RTA. The result will be that more of the

most vulnerable social housing tenants will be evicted, unfairly in my view, and the

Department will become weighed down by an ineffectual policy that will draw significant

resources and personnel away from other important programs. I would welcome the

opportunity to present further information to the Committee, if it decides to conduct

hearings in future.

- 9 -
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Overview

Commissioner for Equal Opportunity
Submission to the Minister for Housing on
Disruptive Behaviour Management Strategy

As the WA Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, one of my statutory responsibilities under
the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 is to attempt to eliminate unlamrtul discrimination in the area
of accommodation. Unlavviul discrimination in this area can be on the basis of sex, race,
impairment age, religious or political conviction, pregnancy, marital status gender history or
sexual orientation and by either or both direct and indirect means. I have conducted two
inquiries into issues of discrimination associated with accommodation because of the
fundamental place it occupies in relation to human rights.

.
The instigation of the inquiry into the public 'housing system in 2002 was a response to the
disproportionate number of complaints received by the Equal Opportunity Commission
(EOC) from or on behalf of Aboriginal applicants for public housing and tenants.

The Commission has maintained an active involvement with the work of the Department to
oversee the implementation of the 165 recommendations of the report of the inquiry,
Finding a Place (2004). Many of these recommendations deal with the identified issues
from a substantive equality basis by attempting to ensure policies and processes do not
inadvertently preclude Aboriginal people from housing nor disproportionately adversely
affect them once they gain a tenancy. Over recent years there has continued to be
complaints against the Department however the numbers, until recently, have been
significantly fewer. I believe this is partly atIributable to the cooperative work which has
been done between the Department and the Commission in implementing the
recommendations of the Report.

C Whilst a significant number of recent complaints arise from the issue of length of time on
the waiting list; there have remained a reasonable number of complaints arising from
evictions, where anti-social behaviour has been cited as the breach of the tenancy
agreement. The cases brought to the Commission are in circumstances where the tenancy
seems to invariably have multilayers of disadvantage and many compounding problems.
The issues facing these families in terms of their life circumstances do not seem to have
changed significantly from the time of the Report.

It is recognised that social disharmony is problematic not only for tenants, but also for the
immediate neighbourhood and the local community. The response to disruptive behaviour
firstly needs to establish complaints are genuine and not motivated by maliciousness, that
there are strategies for early intervention to deal with such discord and or dysfunction.
Finally the legal issues of tenancy need to be clearly separated from other social and or
legal issues under civil or criminal proceedings and the penalty of losing one's home is not

Final 5 Feb-10
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imposed when the offence has no bearing on the tenancy. In reviewing the paper as a
whole I would supportthe proposed intervention strategies which are outlined and further in
this response add comment about the manner in how this is provided. My deepest
concerns lie with the definitions of disruptive behaviour and their link to tenancy matters and
also some of the proposed extended powers of Departmental officers,

Where it is proposed to provide a legally enforceable means to terminate a tenancy as a
result of anti-social behaviourthe EOC believes this needs to be balanced against

I. The rights of children and the Department's obligations as a result of the ratification
of the Convention on the Rights of the Child by the Federal Government in 1990.

The EOC believes it is unconscionable for any government agency to render children
homeless as a result of anti-social behaviour of their parents or visitors to their
household. Clearly the needs of children need to be addressed before any eviction
occurs.

.
2. The Department's special position as the houser of last resort.

The expenditure of public housing for the least advantaged in the community is
premised in part on the uriacceptability of families living in the streets, in cars, in the
bush in a developed western democracy such as Australia.

The Department needs to be cognizant of this to ensure that some alternative is always
sought before a family or individual is evicted. This may require clearer liaison with non-
government bodies which provide housing and other assistance to those in need in part
as a result of public funding.

C

3. The difficulty faced by women in situations of domestic violence.

Where partners are verbally and often physically abusive it may result in complaints of
anti-social behaviour. The involvement of the police and possible transfer to alternate
housing should be considered here.

4. Special consideration where anti-social behaviour may be attributable to intellectual
disability or mental illness.

Families having one or more members with disabilities particularly mental disabilities
which result in challenging behaviour are often subject to complaints of anti-social
behaviour. The engagement with other specialist agencies is recommended here
before any eviction occurs.

2
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Anti-social Behaviour and Finding A Place

The issue of anti-social behaviour was canvassed widely in Finding a Place.

Some of the interviews and submissions made to the Finding A Place inquiry went to the
issue of how Aboriginal tenants felt that they were dealt with in relation to allegations of
anti-social behaviour. Examples of where people felt that they were unfairly treated was
that:

. Neighbours would report trivial matters such as children running across lawns

. The neighbours position was always believed overthat of the Aboriginal tenant
o Many matters were reported to the Department where this would not occur if the

tenant was in a private rental.
. Neighbours often complained just because of the number of visitors which did not

necessarily mean anti-social behaviour was occurring.

A number of recommendations were consequently made to dealwith these issues.

.

102. That the DH definition of "anti social behaviou^' be amended so that it that does not include trivial matters,
for example, numbers of visitors at a property where this does not unduly impact upon the neighbour and
would riot normally be investigated by a landlord in the private sector. his noted that some issues that have
been described as anti social should notfall within this definition, for example, the tidiness or cleanliness of a
tenants own house where this is not a ublic health issue.

103. That DH consider transfer before eviction.

104. The DH is to be cognisant of the rights of the tenant to the quiet enjoyment of their property free from
constant enquirles from the DH in relation to trivial complaints

o
105. The DH to discourage and riotrecord trlvial complaints from neighbours regarding issues such as children
running across verges and cutting corners, balls thrown over fences, loud music, etc, The DH to retorthese
complaints to appropriate bodies, for example, excessive noise to the local authority; disputes in relation to
children's behaviour to appropriate local mediation services etc.

106. The DH not to offer advice that could be construed as encouragement to a neighbour wishing to complain
about a tenants behaviour, for example, as to whether that person should go to the Police, should gather a
petition againstthe tenant, approach a local Member of Parliament etc.

107. Where a complaintis of a sufficiently serious nature as to require investigation, the DH is to conduct a
complete investigation, including seeking the response of the tenantto the allegations.

108. The DH to remove from a tenant's file any reference to anti social behaviour claims that were riotfound to
be substantiated after investigation by the appropriate authority, or in any event alerthree years,

109. The DH is to engage independent mediators to assist in disputes between neighbours.

3
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110. That a specialised independent mediation service with trained mediators be established to deal with
socially based disputes between neighbours to preventthe escalation of these matters. The availability of this
service is to be widely publicised amongst DH tenants.

111. The DH to ensure that all officers receive training to sensitise them to cultural difficulties, for example,
preferred socialising etc, which could result in a better understanding of situations that are culturalIy influenced
that could give rise to complaints from neighbours, and that Homeswest use this knowledge to respond to
coin laints.

An audit of the recommendations show that the Department has given its supportfor and
or partially implemented, recommendations 102, 104 105,106, and 107.

Understanding the issues and the extent of these

C)

The proposed strategy as stated is a response to the "community concerns regarding
ongoing disruptive behaviour by a small proportion of public housing tenants".

Part of the difficulty at the time of the inquiry leading to Finding A Place was ascertaining
the extent to which anti-social issues lead to breach notices, eviction orders and actual
evictions. This problem remains as the Department does not seem to keep information or
even statistics on the reason for evictions. Further as pointed out in submissions to FAP,
the Department only records bailiff evictions as actual evictions, and no record of even the
number of section 62 or 64 of the RTA orders which are sought and granted each year. It is
understood that in the case of section 62 orders, these are often "waived" as the
Department negotiates with the tenant strategies to sustain the tenancy.

Whilst the Department has figures on actual bailiff evictions, it seems that different officers
within the Department have a different sense as to the major cause leading to evictions.
Some will state that debt, either through arrears or tenant liability is the major reason.

o The study "Evictions and Housing Management"(2006)led by Andrew Beer, found:

Very few evictions (7 per cent, n=10) are the result of bailiff or police action and only four
percent (n=6) result from formal magistrate court or residential tenancy tribunal orders.

. Thirty-two per cent(n=47) of tenants reported they left theirtenancy prior to any formal
action by their!andlords due to dispute and expected eviction.

, Forty-four per cent (n=64) oftenants reported that they lefttheirtenancy on receipt of a
formal request to vacate.

The main reason for eviction, common to private and public tenancies, is 'rent arrears' (45
per cent, n=103 of evictions).'Complaints from neighbours' (15 per cent, n=35 of evictions)
and 'property not maintained' (13 per cent, n=29 of evictions) are less prevalentreasons.
(Beer 2006)

4
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(The research did not include Western Australia however its samples were from three other
states. It also included case studies from the private rental market. )

To be clear aboutthe numbers of tenants who are subject to the process of breaches for
anti-social behaviour would assist to analyse the major causes and the best approach to
dealing with the issues. The information guiding the process presently is a reaction to
particular cases and not informed by the overall picture.

What Constitutes Anti-social behaviour and when is it associated with the tenancy?

The Office of Crime Prevention in WA has provided the following definition

Anti-social behaviour means differentthings to different people - it ranges across
behaviours such as drunken yob' groups in public, litter and graffiti, abandoned cars,
noisy neighbours, threatening and intimidating language or actions, and behaviour
which is often dismissed as youthful stupidity, such as rock throwing and abusive
language.

Office of Crime Prevention, Government ofWA
.

'?at ://^*,:!a-*t'sr;in^g Fee^,:^":;*:i. ^HgS. ,=*=v. seller;,=ae!>ravest:fagi:423*;$53cie!^gigavia^, a'*^b;d/80210ei'auit. as

Whilst many of the behaviours outlined in pages six and seven of the paper could be
reasonably described as anti-social behaviour, the key question which needs to be
considered forthis strategy, is such behaviour associated with the tenancy arrangement
and as such does it breach the tenancy agreement?

Research led by Dr Daphne Habibis into "How can demanding behaviourin public housing
be managed effective Iy?" makes this distinction:

C)

"Demanding behaviour by tenants is often displayed through socially intrusive
practices such as excessive noise and verbal abuse which disturb the peace and
disruptthe lives of other residents but fall short of requiring a statutory response. "

At page seven, the strategy correctly identifies that other agencies such police and/or local
government may actually have responsibility for dealing with the particular behaviour
complained of. I strongly agree with this point and believe that this is the correct legal and
social manner in which to deal with such issues.

Two issues arise in relation to penalties for anti-social behaviour. Firstly it is my view that
as a matter of natural justice if a person has a penalty imposed upon them for breach of
either a criminal or civil matter, then there needs to be examination as to whether there
should also be the additional penalty of loss of the tenancy. An additional penalty may
amount to a double jeopardy. Potentially the first penalty imposed may actually rectify the
matter. This does not include the circumstance where the actual premises have been used
for illegal conduct and all members of the tenancy were involved in that activity. I note with

5
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relief that the strategy does now identify that there will be consideration of the status of the
tenancy where not all members of the household have been involved in the criminal activity
and not automatic eviction.

Secondly serious consideration has to be given to whether the complained of behaviour can
be reasonably associated with the tenancy. It is rioted that the Residential Tenancies Act
1987 at section 39 obliges the tenant not to cause a nuisance. As noted in the paper, part
of the difficulty in dealing with the matters is the lack of prescription regarding this clause.
What constitutes a nuisance and to whom? For example "hoon" car behaviour where the
person does burnouts in the far end of the residential street in which they live. Can this
behaviour be reasonably associated with the tenancy? Using this same example on the first
issue, ifthe burnouts are done closer to the house of residence so more closely associated
with the tenancy, would the impounding of the car by the police not be the appropriate and
usual penalty?

. Understanding Contributing Factors

This strategy gives consideration to the changing demographic of people requiring access
to public housing and to the issue of multi-layers of disadvantage and the contribution these
issues may have on the behaviour of some tenants.

Many of the complaints received in this Commission against the Department allege a
combination of race and impairment discrimination. Our research shows there is a strong
overlay of these two characteristics. Whilst many of the impairments cited are chronic
physical conditions, there is also a significant level of mental health issues.

The 2009 summary report of "Overcoming Indigenous Disadvantage" produced by the
Steering Committee forthe Review of Government Service Provision cite:

<) " 'Life stress events' have been identified as the factor most strongly associated with
a high risk of clinicalIy significant emotional or behavioural difficulties in Aboriginal
children. In WA, in 2000-01 more than one in five Aboriginal children aged 0-17
years were living in families that had been exposed to 7 to 14 majorlife stress events
such as death, incarceration, violence and severe hardship, in the previous 12
months. " (p. 41)

It is the Commission's experience that often the behaviour forming the basis of breach
notices and sometimes eviction can be attributed to intellectual, psychiatric or psychological
dysfunction. Whi!st it can be appreciated that the cause of the behaviour does not mitigate
the impact on the recipients, the response to dealing with such matters would need to be
modified.

6
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Research led by Dr Daphne Habibis into "How can demanding behaviour in public housing
be managed effectiveIy?"

Perpetrators of demanding behaviour may be threatened by the retaliatory actions
of neighbours and other members of the community. In these circumstances the
question of who is the problem becomes complicated as the line between victim and
perpetrator blurs. This is especially problematic where the demanding behaviouris
associated with a disability or some other form of vulnerability. (2007 PI )."

If these factors are duly recognised then some of proposed courses of action such as the
tenancy behaviour conditions could disproportionately affect those who are struggling to
meet what may be considered normalised tenant behaviour.

It is also recognised that the "behaviour"issues arising from various tenants in the above
categories would be well beyond the scope of the skills and duties of officers of the
Department to deal with. It therefore becomes even more important that there is the
capacity for a range of government services to be resourced to work in a coordinated
fashion with these tenants. While there may be expected additional costs, the benefit of
reducing homelessness and the social disconnection associated with that would provide an
overall government service and social cost benefit.

.

Comment on other issues within proposed strategy

Specialised Teams

The research into similar strategies in public housing authorities strongly supports this
approach. A key factor however is that such teams if established need to be resourced
accordingly. This includes the recruitment and the appropriate remuneration of suitably
qualified staff into the intervention teams. To attempt to do this on a cost neutral basis, I
suggest, would not only have the effect of not being effective, it willlead to high levels of
staff stress and turnover.

o
As correctly identified, many neighbourhood issues may commence with relatively low level
issues and if dealt with quickly and effectiveIy, the often cited escalation may not occur, At
this point intervention by staff who have the routine role of Housing Services Officer will be
critical. These staff members as we understand it are already required to deal with the
investigation of complaints of neighbours and attempt to resolve the matter. The
requirement however is one which requires considerable level of interpersonal and dispute
settling skills. It is noted that mediation services are advocated within the strategy as an
external facility: This was also a specific recommendation of FAP. It could be considered
however that if designated staff within the Department were traihed -in mediation skills and if
they could be readily available to deal with neighbour disputes in the early stages (with the
consent of the parties to the dispute)then ongoing issues may be averted.

7
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Section 64 notices

The termination of tenancy arrangements under section 64 of the RTA was a practice used
by the Department in the period leading to the inquiry into public housing. The Report
found that the provision had been used in a very arbitrary way and due to its very nature of
not having to provide a reason forthe termination of the lease, did not allow the tenant any
capacity to contest the eviction, irrespective of how unfairit may have been. The report
contained a specific recommendation that it should not be used by the public housing
authority, and to our knowledge has only been used in very few cases overthe pastfive
years'

In light of the above I would therefore strongly oppose the reintroduction of the use of this
section of the RTA to terminate tenancies.

.

Prohibition of visitors/Move on Orders

There is an understanding of the rationale forthis aspect of the strategy, I consider however
that such provisions could be applied disproportionately to Aboriginal tenants. In a large
number of the complaints brought to the Commission where anti-social behaviour has been
cited as the rationale forthe termination of the tenancy, overcrowding with a minimum of
two family units staying at the house is common. Quite regularly one of the families is on
the priority waitlist for Departmental housing. Therefore there are not many options for
those who may be the recipients of the move on orders.

This issue was common in the cases brought before F1hding a Place, and it was specifically
recommended that in such tenancies consideration needed to be given to the factthatthe
additional number of people in the house will have higher volumes of noise and coinings
and goings. There may be an assumption that anti-social behaviouris occurring simply
because of the large number of people in the household. It would be expected that there is
increased noise, however this does not necessarily translate to disruptive behaviour. It is
imperative that officers dealing with these matters to be able to ascertain whether the
complained of behaviour is actually anti-social.

o

I would also add that the nature of what is proposed is quasi-policing and the expectation of
Departmental staffto be able to issue such notices not only places an added burden to
them, the impact is potentially so significant it is inappropriate for Departmental staff to have
that authority.

Probationary Tenancies

Whilstthe intention behind this recommendation is understood, I would recommend a
number of provisions need to be builtinto the process.

8
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Firstly a further probationary tenancy should not be imposed on a tenant who has been
subject to a supported tenancy program with a community housing provider.

Forthose who are granted a probationary tenancy, it will need to'be borne in mind there is
a strong likelihood the tenant will be not have been in stable housing for sometime. Whilst
it is imperative that the preconditions of a successful tenancy are clearly outlined to the
tenants, there needs to be adjustment time and guidance forthe tenant who may have
been institutionalised or homeless.

As with probationary periods in employment, the tenant needs to be informed throughout
the designated time, whether there are issues of concern and what course of action may be
required to rectify the situation.

,~*,
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The Government hasintroduced a new Disruptive
BehaviourManagementStrategyto address
public concern about antisocial behaviourin
public housing.

o

The Department of Housing has a responsibility to
provide housing for society's inqstvulnerable but
will. not tolerate instances of disruptiye behaviour
in its tenanted properties.

While the majority of. public housing. tenants
are considerate-neighbours and-respectthe
community-in wh. ich'they live, the. behaviour of
asitiall number oftenantS can. .disturbthe peace
andsafety of the neighlq(^^:rhood,

TheD^parttii, en't:of Housing views-this as a
serious in^tt^r. Under this new strategy, the
Department is taking stronger action for repeated
install. ^eS of. disruptionjincludihg-evicting tenants
Who. disregard intervention efforts andformal
warnings.

o

REi>@R:TING~C(>M;,'LAINT$
The. De'p:Irtm. e. nthas sir;^am'lined the way it
manages. (;om'plaintsan'd ha;s put in place several
measures toehsurethe improvement of the
recording, actioning and. tracking of complaints of
disruptive behaviour.

A Disruptive Behaviour Reporting Line has been
established to make it easier for people to raise
concerns about disruptive tenants. The Disruptive
Behaviour Reporting Line can be reached on
I300 597 076. An online complaintsform is also
available on the Department of Housing'sweb site
at WWW. housing. wa. gov. au.

I
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DISRUPTIVEBEHAVIOURUNIT

The Disruptive Behaviour Unit has been
established to complement the Reporting Line.

Complaints madeaboutthe disruptive behaviour
oftenants, other members of the household

orvisitorsto the property will be thoroughly
investigated by an officer from the local
Department of Housing office orthe Disruptive
Behaviour Unit.

Upon receipt of a complaint, the Department will:

. Obtain as much detail as possible and, where
appropriate, seek independentverification
of the incidentfrom Police, neighbours and
witnesses

. Contactthetenanttodiscussthecomplaint
and to heartheirversion of the incident

. Assessthetenant's responseagainstthe
complaint, considering all evidence available

. Determinewhetherthe complaintcan be
substantiated and whether the behaviouris a

breach of the Tenancy Agreement.

While a complaintis being investigated the
confidentiality of the complainant and tenantwill
be maintained. However, before an investigation is
finalised and action is taken under the Residentiol
TenonciesAct1987, the Department will need
complainants'detailsto allowtheir complaintto be
submitted as evidence in court.

o

o
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WHATISDISRUPTIVEBEHAVIOUR?

The Department of Housing has defined three
levels of disruptive behaviour(Dangerous,
Serious and-Minor) and will respond in a fairand
reasonable manner to allcomplaints.

DANGEROUS BEHAVIOUR

Dangerous behaviouris characterised by activities
thtat pose a risk-to'the safety orsecurity of
residents. or property; or have resulted in injury
torii^19hbouring residents. and'subsequent Police
chatge's or conviction,

Examples:

. Actsof-violencetowa'rd'srieighbours

ExtensiveIdelibera. te d^mageto property
other than the rented;premises

. ,' Arson

o ,

.

o

Response::

Immediate legal action will betaken to terminate
the ten^Incy. The Department willseekan urgent
court hearthg:under'Sectibh, 73 of the Residential~
Tenoncies. Act 1987(or other relevant sectio. n).

- I
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SERIOUS DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOUR

Serious disruptive behaviouris defined as
activities that intentionally or recklessly cause
disturbance to neighbours, or which could
reasonably be expected to cause concern forthe
safety orsecurity of a neighbour ortheir property.

Examples:

. Threatsto the health orsafety of a person

, Abusive languagedirected at neighbours,
including vilification based on race, religion,
gender, sexual orientation and other forms of
harassment

, Physical assaultto andviolencetowards
householders or visitorsto the tenancy

. Vandalism to property other than the rented
premises (including graffiti)

. Drunken behaviour(which impactsonother
residents)

. Carburnouts, dangerousdriving, hoon
behaviour

Response:

A strike as a first and final warning of eviction will
be issued following one proven incident. Legal
action to terminate the tenancy will proceed ifone
subsequentincident(of similar severity) occurs
within a period of 12 months.

o

o
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; MINORDISRUPTIVEBEHAVIOUR

I Minor disruptive behaviouris defined as activities

o

that could reasonably be expected to occur on
occasion in an ordinary suburban household, but

I which causea nuisanceto neighbours.

I Examples:
. Nui. saricefrom children, associated with loud

noisej but. s. hort of misdemeanourssuch a. s
property damage

. Excessive noise. from household item, s, such as
TVSistereos, vehicle ahd'bike engines

, ' Loud parties resultin:g in Policeattendance

I . Communal. propertydisputes suchas
I dis;Igreementsover-laundries, carparking
! baysetcresultinginPoliceattehdance

Prt;perty-con'. dition th^t, impacts on otherI '
residents

. Unwanted entryintoneighbouringproperties

. Dollies. ticdisputeswhich caused1sturbanceto
neighbours.

Response:

A strike will be issued for each proven incident.
I Legal-action to terminate the tenancy will proceed
I ifthree strikes are issued within a period of 12o : months,

. I

. I

.
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LEGALPROCEEDINGS

The Department of Housing is applying the
strategywithin current provisions of the
Residential TendnciesAct1987. Members of the

community are entitled to the quiet enjoyment
of their own homes andassuch, consistent
disruptive behaviourin public housing will not be
tolerated.

o

Ifd tenantfailsto vacate a property following
receipt of an eviction' notice the Department will
seeka Court Or'derfrom the Magistrates Courtand
initiate a Bailiffeviction.

TOREPORTDISRUPTIVEB. EHAVIOUR

Call, 300 597 076.0rohliheat

WWW, heu$ing. wa. gov. -au

o
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This publication is available in alternative formats.
Contact us through the National Relay Service (NRS):
1800 555 677 (in) or 1800 555 727 (Speak& Listen)

o

Department of Housing Offices
METROPOLITAN
OFFICES

Mirrab@oka
8 Sudbury Road
Mirinbooka 6061
Tel;(OBI 9345 9655

CityO"Ice
60sWel!Ington St
Perth 6000
Tel:(68) 9476 2444

Midland
21 Old Great Northern
Highway. Mldland 6056
Tel:!099250 9191

Canning ton
17 Mannlng Road
Cannington 6107
Tel:(081 9350 3244

Armadale
Unit I
42CommerceAvenue
Armadale 6112
Tel:(081 9391 1600

Bentley
BrownlieTowers
Shop 5
32 Dumond Street
Bentley6102
tel:!08) 9350 3700

Fremantle
42 Queen Stree:
Fremant166160

Tel:108) 9432 5300
Kwinana
Shop 13
Hub Commercial Centre
40 Me ares Avenue
Kwlnana 6167
Tel: 1081 9411 9500

Mandurah
11 Pinjarra Road
Mandurah62tO
Tel:t081 9583 6100

Head Office
99 PMn Street
East Perth 6004
Tel:(081 9222 4666
Tollfree: 1800 093 325

SOUTHERN

Albany
131 Aberdeen Street
Albany6330
Tel;(081 9845 7144

Katan"ing
6 Daplng Street
Katannlng. 6317
Tent08) 9891 1800

Narrogln
Government Building
Patk Street
Narrogln 6312
Tel:(q81 9881 9400

SOUTHWEST

Bunbury
22 Forrest Avenue
Bunbury 6230
Tel:(081 9792 2111

Butselton
Sune4

8.10 Prince Streer
Busselton 6280
Tel:(081 978,1300

Manllmup
Unit 10

30-32 Rose Street
Manjlmup6258
Tel:(Dai 9771 7800

CENTRAL

Kalgoorl. Ie
220 Hannan Street
Kalgoorlle 6430
Tel:(081 9093 5200

ESPeranc.
BalmoralSquare
The ESPbnade
ESPerance 6450
Tel:(08) 9071 2045

Merredln
44 Mitchell Street
Merredln 6415
Tel;{081 9041 1744

Northam
MCIver House
297 Rtzgerald Street
Northam 6401
Tel: 1081 9622 1500

Firing eon,

RELAY
SERVICE '

o

MIDWEST/
GASCOYNE

Geraldton

Union Bank Building
201 MarineTerrace
Geraldton 6530
Tel:(08) 99234444

Camarvon
30 Roblnsoh Street .
Carnalvon'6701
Teiji08) 9941 6500

Meekatharra
Main Street
Meekatharra 6642
Tel: (08) 9981 11/5

PILBARA

South Hethand
Cnr Binnd &Tonkin Sts
South Hedland 6722
Tel:1081 9160 2800

Karratha
3-5Welcome Road
Karratha 6714
Tea (081 9144/707

KIMBERLEY

Broome
Frederlck Street
Broome 6725
Tel:(081 9158 3600

Derby
Lot 265 toch Street
Derby6728
Tel:(08) 91584000

Halls Creek
Lot 73
Great Northern Hwy
Halls Creek 6770
Tel:{081 9168 9300

KununLtrra

Cnr MessmateWay&
Kontterber, y Drive
Kununurra 6743
Tel: 1081 9168 1588
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